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Animal Adaptations
Woodland Animal Fact Sheet

Food: Foxes will eat almost anything they can get hold of. They eat small

mammals such as rabbits and voles, insects and invertebrates, fruits and

berries, not to mention human food waste.

Home: A den or an earth.

Adaptations: Many predators, including the fox, have forward facing

ears and eyes to focus on their prey. They have acute hearing and a

keen sense of smell. Their eyes are quick to detect movement but do not

see stationary objects so well. Prey, such as mice, are detected by

sound. The fox will leap on the spot the sound comes from, pinning the

prey with its forepaws. The fox has large canines to enable it to seize

and stab prey.

Food: Rabbits are mostly but not exclusively vegetarians. They eat

leaves, grass, bulbs, bark of trees, but occasionally will eat a worm 

or a slug!!

Home: Warren

Adaptations: Rabbits have a good sense of smell and very good

hearing. Their large ears are constantly twitching to detect small sounds.

Their eyes are set to the side of their heads for all round vision, and this

combined with their hearing warns them of predators. They have strong

back legs for running, and kicking at predators such as the stoat. When it

runs its bobbing white tail warns other rabbits of danger.

Food: Insects often caught and eaten in flight.

Home: In the roofs and walls of buildings, old trees and caves

Adaptations: Bats emit ultrasonic sounds to locate both their prey and

obstacles in their flight path. The sound bounces back showing them of

its location. This is called echo-location. They are not blind and their eyes

see well enough to assist with navigation. They have claws on their hind

feet and hooks on their thumbs to allow them to crawl and hang from

rough surfaces.
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Home: A drey is football shaped and made of twigs lined with dry grass

and shredded bark.

Food: Acorns, nuts, seeds, fungi, tree bark, leaves and shoots. Will also

sometimes take birds eggs and eat insects.

Adaptations: Strong feet and sharp claws allow the squirrel to climb. 

They have short noses and eyes pointing forward as they need to judge

distances accurately when jumping from branch to branch in the treetops.

They have little fear of predators up here and their big bushy tail helps them

to balance. They have big incisor teeth that constantly grow but are kept

down by constant gnawing. Squirrels bury surplus food for winter, which 

is often not recovered, and therefore aids tree seed dispersal.

Home: It roosts on a tree branch during the day, prefers woodlands 

and farmyards, but is also found in gardens, parks and cities.

Food: Small birds and mammals, frogs and insects

Adaptations: It is nocturnal and has extremely sensitive eyes and ears.

Its hearing is so good that it can locate its prey even when it is too dark

for its sharp eyes to see. Its wing tip is comb shaped and covered in soft

plumage allowing it to fly silently. It swoops down on its prey killing it with

its sharp talons or pointed beak.

Home: They sleep during the day in burrows underground, found in

woodlands but also open areas such as sand dunes, fields, moors, etc.

Food: Seeds, shoots and buds mostly, but also insects and snails.

Adaptations: They have large ears and eyes for finding their way around

in the dark, and for detecting danger. They have a lot of predators, such

as tawny owls and weasels, but have large hind feet that allow them to

leap and move very fast. They have a good sense of smell used for

recognising other mice. 

Food: Mainly beetles, caterpillars and earthworms, but also birds’ eggs,

slugs and snails.

Home: In winter it hibernates in a sheltered nest of leaves and grass.

Adaptations: Very sharp spines used for defence. Rolling up in to a ball
protects it from most predators, sadly this defensive response is why so

many get killed by cars. They have long legs which helps them to run fast

and strong claws for climbing. They rely mainly on their sense of smell to

find food.
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Food: Earthworms, beetles, fruit, some small mammals, sometimes

wasps and bees nests.

Home: Underground network of burrows called a sett.

Adaptations: Very acute sense of smell used to sniff for danger. 

Badgers belonging to the same group scent each other to aid

recognition. They have broad powerful forepaws for digging out 

their setts, and they sharpen and clean their claws on trees. 

Its’ black and white stripes camouflage it in the woodland at night. 

Food: Earthworms mainly, also beetle larvae and slugs. They eat half

their body weight in food everyday.

Home: Underground in most places except high ground over approx.

1000m.

Adaptations: The mole is built for tunnelling. It has powerful muscles

and large clawed front feet for digging. Its fur is waterproof. It’s not blind

but only has tiny eyes. It finds its way in the darkness underground by

using the sensitive whiskers on its nose and tail, and the touch sensors

on its nose. 

Food: Mostly grass and herbs, but also tree shoots and bark, heather,

bracken, nuts, fruits and fungi.

Home: Prefers deciduous mixed woodland. Country parks are ideal

because they provide close woodland cover with open areas for grazing.

Adaptations: Its spotted graduated fur makes it the master of

camouflage, the Fallow can vanish in the woodland. Their eyes are set 

to the side of their head for all round vision, essential when grazing in

the open to keep watch for danger.
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Animal Adaptations
Create your Creature

Imagine a creature that:
•    Lives in the sea
•    Can breathe underwater and doesn’t need to come to the surface for air
•    Eats crabs and lobsters
•    Its only predator is a shark, but it can’t swim very fast

When drawing your creature think about:
•    The type of mouth it would need to eat crabs and lobsters?
•    How is it designed to scare away, hide or escape from sharks?
•    How does it move and breathe?

Imagine a creature that:
•    Lives in the desert
•    Feeds on the juice of cactus’ and other prickly desert plant
•    Is eaten by snakes and other desert creatures

When drawing your creature think about:
•    The type of mouth it would it need to eat prickly plant?
•    How is it designed to scare away, hide or escape from snakes?
•    Where in the desert would it have its home?
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Camouflage Art
Example Pictures


